Join the FUN with games like:

-CRAB SOCCER
-CAT AND MOUSE
-SOCCER BOWLING
-SOCCER TAG
-SNEAKY PANTS
-LET’S GO FISHING
-OBSTACLE COURSE
….And many
more…

WISC
5700 Warhill Trail
Williamsburg, VA 23188
757-253-1947
www.thewisc.com

1st Touch Academy (2-4 yr. olds)
WISC has developed a program that is
specifically designed for two to five year
olds. The program is divided into four
different age levels/classes: a 2-3 yr. old
class (Lil’ Dribblers) and 4 yr. olds (Lil’
Shooters). Our goal is to provide a positive
learning environment for your child with a
focus on fun and fundamentals. As your child
graduates to each program they will learn
the basic skills required to be successful in
soccer while gaining a better understanding
of the game.

Lil’ Dribblers
(2-3 year olds)

Lil’ Shooters
(4 year olds)

This class is a
Mommy (or Daddy) &
Me Class. We begin
each day with a
warm-up and
stretch. In this class
we first introduce the
first skills of soccerhere that they will get
their “1st Touch” on
the ball. We have
developed games
that will teach the
proper way to kick,
pass, and dribble. In
addition, this may be
one of the first
exposures they have
had to any sort of
structure outside of
the home. For that
reason, we also focus
on teaching them
structure and
listening skills.

In this class we
continue to emphasize
“Fun and
Fundamentals.” Not
only do we teach them
the basic skills but we
have designed fun
games that will allow
them to practice these
skills. We begin each
day with a warm-up
and stretch. Our
coaches continue to
promote structure and
listening skills in a fun
and positive
environment. It is here
that they also get their
first exposure to the
“real” game. We end
every class with the
parent tunnel which
they all look forward
to.

LAST CLASS
CELEBRATION:
- Indoor Playground!
-Medals!

Fees per Term
Preschool Soccer 1 Day $30 Member, $70 Non-Member
All other classes $50 Member, $115 Non-Member
For additional questions contact Coach Chris: cscrofani@thewisc.com

